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The ultimate real economy goal of finance is to match scarce savings with
the most promising investment project proposals in the economy. It is widely
recognized that the most promising projects tend to be innovation based and that
new firms are vital to implementation of innovative projects. What is less
appreciated is that promoting innovation by facilitating the creation of new firms is
a question of the allocation of investment decision making within the economy:
reducing the role of internal finance within large established corporations and
expanding the role of a particular form of external finance - venture capital.
The employees of large, established corporations are a rich source of
innovative project proposals. The physical and organizational assets of these
corporations facilitate the discoveries that give rise to ideas for new products and
processes. Both theory and experience tell us that such corporations will
nevertheless often fail to implement promising project proposals developed by
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their employees. Particularly in the United States, we witness the spin-off
phenomenon: one or a group of employees of an established corporation leave to
establish a new business based on an idea developed while in their previous
employment. A large portion of innovation based new firms are spin-offs.1 Many
of the most important innovation based firms in the economy have grown out of
these spin-offs. If these spin-offs had not occurred, these project proposals would
have gone to waste.
Minimizing the number of promising innovative project proposals developed
by established corporation employees that fail to be implemented is a critical
challenge for an economy’s system of finance. One component of the challenge is
simply better discipline of established corporations so that they themselves pass up
fewer of these promising opportunities. There are good reasons to believe,
however, that there are limits to capacity of established, large corporations to
identify and act on these opportunities. Thus another component is the promotion
of spin-offs where established corporations fail to implement promising projects.
This component has two aspects: increasing the cash flow out of established
corporations so that more funds are available in external capital markets, and
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assuring that the money that is in external markets go to the persons with the best
spin-off proposals. This paper explores the role that law, in particular law relating
to public equity markets, can play in achieving a system of finance that functions
well in these regards.

I. THE EXISTING LEGAL LITERATURE ON START-UPS
The portion of the U.S. economy occuring within firms that have been startups within the last few decades and their contribution to the economy’s growth is
obvious and has attracted much scholarly attention. Much of this attention has
focused on the optimal contract between the venture capitalist, who is the provider
of private equity, and the entrepreneur who is proposing the investment project that
will be the basis of a new firm.2 Another focus has been rules relating to
intellectual property: the restraints put on would-be entrepreneurs because of
objections by their former employers based on non-compete clauses, trade secret
law, the corporate opportunity doctrine etc. 3
Start-ups typically receive their initial financing from a venture capitalist,
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not from a public offering of shares. Thus, attention to the role of public equity
markets has come in more “through the back door” with Black and Gilson’s
provocative thesis that the optimal contract is structured around the availability of
the venture capitalist’s exit through an intial public offering (IPO).4 Black and
Gilson use this thesis to explain why innovation based start-ups occur in much
greater numbers in the United States than in Germany or Japan. According to their
thesis, the existence of a more vibrant public equity market in the United States
makes this optimal form of venture capital contract more available in the United
States than elsewhere. This thesis has spawned a considerable literature, much of it
affirmatively refining Black and Gilson’s basic observations.
What is less appreciated is that Black and Gilson’s enormous contribution
may yet understate the importance of vibrant equity markets in promoting
innovation, especially if “vibrancy” means not just that the market has substantial
scale and high liquidity but also that it is well functioning in the sense that it has
relatively accurate prices and relative transperacny. The large role that spin-offs
play in the U.S. start-up phenomenon means that in understanding innovation,
attention must be paid to established corporations as well. This paper addresses
several important questions in this regard. How does the way established
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corporations function impede implementation of innovative project proposals
developed by their employees? What is the role of well functioning equity markets
in reducing the number of opportunities missed by these established corporations
and in forcing the payout of cash flow when these opportunities are missed? What
is their role in steering funds to the most promising venture capital financed spinoffs? And what in turn is the role of securities regulation in all this?
II. LARGE ESTABLISHED FIRM FINANCE PATHOLOGIES
A. The Failure of Established Firm Managers to Identify Good Projects
A pathology arises when an established firm’s decision processes fails to
identify positive net present value projects that the firm, through its specialization
and the resulting accumulation of knowledge, is particularly well positioned to
develop. Organizational capacity to identify these opportunities is related both to
the incentives for individual firm employees to promote such projects as well as
the incentives for employees to help each other in a joint endeavor to develop the
ideas that become the basis of such project proposals.5 There is a tradeoff here
because the incentives that encourage cooperation to develop ideas are not the best
ones to encourage individual employees to become an investment project
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proponent within the firm.6 Without a strong proponent, the project will never be
identified as promising by top management. Even putting this problem aside, there
are also good reasons to believe that the way established organizations process
information differs from how it is processed in external capital markets in ways
that lead to blind spots with regard to innovative ideas.7
To some extent the pathology I describe is inevitable: larger established
corporations are fertile ground for the development of innovation based ideas but
they have inherent problems in their capacity to identify them. Nevertheless, the
more top management is motivated to maximize share value, the greater its
incentives to minimize the pathology. As noted, whatever the extent of the
pathology, spin-offs funded by venture capital significantly reduce its social costs
by making available funds for promising projects that employees have the capacity
to develop, but the corporations fail to identify. The economy is not hurt by this
failure because the project gets implemented anyway. The spin-off phenomenon
has an important ex ante effect of as well: the possibility of getting rich in a spinoff gives employees substantial incentives to develop positive net present value
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projects even if they work for firms that may ultimately not implement the ideas.8
B. Failure to Implement Positive Net Present Value Projects that are Identified.
Another established firm pathology is when an established firm’s
management does identify a positive net present value project but does not
implement it. This happens when managers reject a positive net present value
project because they wish to avoid personal risk. Innovative projects tend to have
high unsystematic risk. Managers tend to be risk averse because they cannot
diversify away the unsystematic risk associated with any individual firm project. If
managers can get away with it, they may reject projects with high expected returns
if the projects have high unsystematic risk as well, even though such rejections are
not in the interests of shareholders or society as a whole. By contrast, portfolio
shareholders, who can diversify their holdings, are risk neutral with respect to
unsystematic project-level risk. These problems can be ameliorated to some extent
by compensation packages that include stock options. The recent corporate
scandals in the United States show the limits of that strategy, however, because of
the incentives that options create to distort disclosure.
Again, to the extent that management is motivated to maximize share value
by other disciplining mechanisms, this pathology will be minimized. Spin-offs
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funded by venture capital can again significantly reduce the social costs of the
remaining pathology by making available funds for promising projects proposed
by employees that managers identify but fail to implement.
C. Implementing Negative Net Present Value Projects
A third type of pathology arises where an established firm uses its internally
generated cash flow to invest in new negative net present value projects. Instead of
making these bad investments, such a firm should instead pay out this cash flow to
shareholders. Shareholders can then invest these funds better elsewhere in the
economy. An example of this pathology includes the seemingly responsible act of
using funds labeled by accountants as depreciation to replace worn out plant and
equipment, if doing so is a negative net present value project.
There are good theoretical and empirical reasons for believing that this
pathology extensively pervades established firms.9 One reason is a managerial
preference for firm growth that is stronger than for maximizing share value. This
reason interacts perversely with the two previously discussed pathologies: if the
9
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firm passes up innovative positive net value projects, it will have more cash flow
on hand and thus be more tempted to invest in negative net present value projects if
that is what is the only way to maximize growth. Other reasons can arise externally
from the way securities and tax laws function.
III. THE DUAL ROLE OF A WELL FUNCTIONING EQUITY MARKET
A well functioning equity market has relatively accurate share prices and is
relatively transparent concerning the businesses of its issuers. I and many other
law and finance scholars (the “relevance adherents”) believe that a well
functioning equity market is vitally important in disciplining management of
established firms to find the best projects they can and to pay out the rest in cash
and in directing external equity to the best places, including the most promising
venture capital exits.10 Thus transparency and accurate prices in public equity
markets are vital to innovation. This position is not without controversy, however.
There are skeptics, both theoretical and institutional. The theoretical skeptics seem
to take the cash flows generated by established firms as a given, with equity
ownership simply a method for investors to store wealth and the stock market
10
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simply a facility for the trading of financial assets, hedging, diversification, and
pooling of risk. In contrast, the relevance adherents see the prices established in the
stock market as affecting the efficiency of the real economy.11 More accurate prices
can increase the amount of value added by firms as they use society’s scarce
resources for the production of goods and services. In a competitive economy, this
increase in value added will generally increase both the level of firm cash flows,
which the theoretical skeptics take as given, and returns to other factors of
production.12 Greater transparency and share price accuracy perform this function
both by improving the quality of choice among new proposed investment projects
in the economy and by improving the operation of existing real assets.
As the relevance adherents see it, improved price accuracy in the primary
11
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market for shares produces these social benefits directly. For issuer offerings,
greater share price accuracy at a time when an issuer contemplates implementing a
new project by means of a new share offering will bring the issuer’s cost of capital
more in line with the social cost of investing society’s scarce savings in the
contemplated project. As a result, these savings are allocated more efficiently,
going more to the most promising proposed projects in the economy.13 For venture
capitalists, the prospect that the best ventures ex post will be indentified accurately
at time of the venture capitalist’s exit adds to the incentive ex ante to find the best
investment project ideas to fund. Accurate pricing of venture exits also gives more
resources for reinvestment in new projects to those venture capitalists who choose
good investment projects in the first place.
Improved price accuracy in the secondary market and the disclosure that
induces it create social benefits as well, though less directly. Disclosure and more
accurate secondary market share prices enhance the effectiveness of the social
devices that limit the extent to which managers of established public corporations
place their own interests above those of their shareholders (the agency costs of
management). To start, additional disclosure and increased share price accuracy, by
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signaling when there are problems, assist in both the effective exercise of the
shareholder franchise and shareholder enforcement of management’s fiduciary
duties.14 They also increase the threat of hostile takeover when managers engage in
non-share-value-maximizing behavior. The additional disclosure and more
accurate prices make a takeover less risky for potential acquirers and reduce the
chance that a value-enhancing acquisition will be deterred by the target having an
inaccurately high share price.15 Finally, by reducing the riskiness associated with
holding an issuer’s stock in a less than fully diversified portfolio, additional
disclosure increases the use of share price based management compensation, which
also helps align the interests of managers and shareholders.16
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The institutional skeptics accept as a theoretical matter the part of this story
concerning the role of accurate share prices in improving capital allocation when
issuers issue new shares.17 As noted above, however, they dismiss the importance
of this phenomenon because of the relatively small percentage of all capital
projects that are funded by new issues of shares.18 I have two responses to this.
First, the institutional skeptics ignore the role that ongoing disclosure and
improved price accuracy in secondary trading markets play in the reduction of the
agency costs of management for established firms. Reduction in agency costs not
only improves how existing projects are operated. As discussed above, it improves
capital allocations as well because misuse of most firms’ primary source of capital
funds – internal cash flow – is probably the single greatest agency cost of
management.19
Second, more accurate share prices in the secondary market also improve
capital allocation when an established firm uses non-equity external sources of
capital such as debt offerings or institutional borrowings. On the supply side, share
price can affect the financial cost of a proposed investment project by affecting the
17
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terms at which intermediaries are willing to extend the firm these alternative forms
of external financing.20 On the demand side, share price can affect management's
willingness to use funds to implement a new project. Share price can affect
management's willingness to use debt financing because of the prospect that the
firm will subsequently want to counterbalance any new debt with new equity
financing in order to maintain its optimal debt/equity ratio.21 More generally,
because of concern with public perceptions, low share price can constrain use of
both external and internal funds.22 Putting these supply and demand factors
together, if share price is inaccurately low, management may decide not to pursue
relatively promising proposed investment projects. If it is inaccurately high, it may
implement relatively unpromising proposed projects. Greater share price accuracy
limits this problem.
Finally, the new issue market is, in accordance with the Black and Gilson
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thesis, vital for the functioning of the system of start-ups that is so important for
promoting innovation in an economy.
IV. THE ROLE OF MANDATORY DISCLOSURE
Even if one believes that transparency and share price accuracy are important
drivers of an economy’s economic performance, as the relevance adherents claim,
one does not necessarily believe that regulations in the form of mandatory
disclosure is necessary. Does mandatory disclosure enhance share price accuracy?
Some legal scholars who oppose mandatory disclosure believe not. Legal scholars
who favor mandatory disclosure inherently believe that it does.
A. The ineffectiveness position.
Scholars such as Professors Jonathan Macey, Roberta Romano, Homer Kriple
and Ed Kitch maintain that mandatory disclosure is relatively ineffective. They
believe that most information gets impounded in share prices via other routes.
These alternative routes would include voluntary public disclosure by issuers,
selective disclosure by issuers to analysts and major investors, insider trading, and
independent research by analysts and the news media.23
The skepticism of these scholars concerning the effectiveness of mandatory
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disclosure comes in substantial part from the belief that, compared to the incentives
of the private actors involved in these other routes, “monopolist” government
bureaucrats do not have adequate incentives to ask the right questions.24 The result,
the argument runs, has been an emphasis on historical data, which is of much less
value in moving share price toward actual value than would be management
projections of future cash flows.25 Moreover, most responses to the government
mandated questions, the ineffectiveness adherents suggest, are either banal
boilerplate or have already been revealed voluntarily prior to their appearance in
SEC filings.26 In addition, at least one such adherent, Ed Kitch, maintains that
where the government does ask questions that are both of real relevance and the
answers to which would not have been produced voluntarily, the proper response
would typically involve the release of proprietary information.27 In these situations,
he argues, issuers figure out how to avoid giving meaningful answers.28
B. The effectiveness position
24
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Legal scholars who favor mandatory disclosure, including myself, generally
argue that, in the absence of regulation, the existence of externalities will result in a
market failure whereby too little information will be impounded in share prices.29
Implicit in this position is the belief that mandatory disclosure results in
meaningful issuer disclosures that would otherwise not be forthcoming and that
these disclosures add to share price accuracy.
These scholars argue that the ineffectiveness position adherents’ complaint
concerning the mandated disclosure’s emphasis on historical data, rather than on
management projections, has a “glass is half empty” quality. While access to
management’s particular view of the future is useful, no one – management or
outsider – can predict the future except on the basis of facts concerning the world
past and present. SEC mandated historical data provides significant raw material
for this kind of analysis. The complaint that much SEC induced disclosure appears
to be boilerplate misses the important things that are revealed by a minority of
29
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issuers when answering the same questions that result in banal, boilerplate answers
by the majority of issuers. The minority is prompted to provide significant detail
because for them, unlike for the majority, a banal answer alone would be
misleading without more disclosure.30 As for the ineffectiveness adherents’
complaint that much of what does appear to be significant in SEC induced
disclosures has been previously revealed to the public voluntarily by issuers, the
effectiveness adherents reply that these earlier “voluntary” disclosures may well
have occurred only because the issuer knew that it would be required to reveal the
information in an SEC filing anyway and decided it might as well get credit for
getting it out sooner.31 Without this SEC requirement, the earlier announcement, if
it occurred at all, might well not have been as full or as accurate.
V. STRUCTURING MANDATORY DISCLOSURE PROPERLY
Appropriate rules mandating disclosure is not sufficient for a equity market to
function well. The rules must be backed by sanctions. There are good reasons to
believe that meaningful civil liability for disclosure rule violations should be part of
the system of sanctions, in part because government agencies cannot be relied upon
to be given the resources or to have the political will to pursue all significant
30
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violations.32
In structuring these sanctions, care needs to be taken that the choice to raise
funds through an public offering of equity not be penalized relative to funding
projects internally. Otherwise there is a bias in the economy for internal finance by
established corporations, which hurts innovation. Efficiency and the availability of
funds for venture capital and for venture capital exits requires that management
choices between internal and external finance should reflect the social costs and
benefits of these choices. Because the social value of an issuer’s disclosure is
equally great regardless of what source of finance an issuer uses, a system that
imposes a greater expected civil liability for a disclosure violation (net of any
private gains from the violation) when managers choose one kind of financing
rather than another introduces an inefficient distortion.
The current liability system in the United States, which was developed as part
of the traditional transactions based system of disclosure regulation, violates the
principle that the civil liability system should not introduce such distortions. It
imposes significantly heightened risk of liability on managers and others if a
violation occurs at the time the issuer is publicly offering new securities that,
unlike issuer liability, is not counterbalanced by greater gains from the violation.
32
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This discourages domestic public equity offerings relative to other sources of
investment funds.
More specifically, a number of losses arise from such distortion. To the extent
that it leads to a use of internal funds, it favors a source of finance that permits
management to shield its real investment decisions from the discipline and scrutiny
of the market. This is a problem because, as noted earlier, managers may find it in
their personal interests to enhance firm size and growth by implementing as many
projects as possible even when the projects have an implementing negative net
present value.33 As discussed earlier, there is substantial empirical evidence that
managers of firms which rely predominantly on internal finance do just that.34
VI. CONCLUSION

Well functioning public equity markets - ones with relatively accurate prices
and transperancy - are important for promoting innovation even though much
innovative investment is financed by spinoffs using private equity. Properly
designed mandatory disclosure regulation is necessary for well functioning public
equity markets. Thus, if a country wishes to promote innovation, it cannot ignore
the regulation of these markets.
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